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Executive Summary

To provide simple, robust,

affordable website security to

companies of all sizes. 

mission 

vision
A secure world where every

website, blog can access and

understand cybersecurity for

themselves and their visitors.

Launched in 2021, Misterscanner.com is the world first only cybersecurity

product that caters to the needs of both small and big businesses. With the

pre seed release of $1 and free vulnerability testing and repair, we have

catered to more than 900 websites in the last year.

With the launch of our own cryptocurrency, the goal is to provide on-

demand security platform at prices that everyone can afford. We believe that

basic cybersecurity protection should be a right of every web asset owner.
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customer
base + goals

Our customer base continues to grow as

we progress towards the end of

of the financial year. Over the last years

we have added more than 900 websites

including tests for companies like

Accenture, Wipro, and Lenovo.

We're coming into the next financial year

with significant momentum, and we can

start thinking about further expansions in

our product lines and marketing efforts.



"60 Percent Of Small Companies Close Within 6 Months Of Being Hacked" : INC.com

Data breaches are one of the top concerns for today’s organizations. The costs of

these breaches continue to increase, with the average global cost of a single breach

hovering at $3.62 million. Beyond the financial consequences of a breach, network

security is also hugely important for any business because an attack can compromise

the trust of your customers. In fact, 60 percent of small companies go out of business

within six months of falling victim to a data breach or cyber attack. With both the

financial security and future of your business on the line, it’s crucial for

organizations of all sizes to have measures in place to monitor suspicious network

activity.
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cyber attacks that led to business failure

https://www.inc.com/joe-galvin/60-percent-of-small-businesses-fold-within-6-months-of-a-cyber-attack-heres-how-to-protect-yourself.html


Over $400 billion is lost in cybersecurity attacks. While large businesses have cyber

budgets to cover the losses, small and medium sized businesses are at a loss. At the

current foothills of digital revolution, more and more small and medium sized

businesses will move away from physical stores and invest in online assets.

Global e-commerce has already jumped to to $26.7 trillion during COVID times.

COVID has only accelerated the process. Now the problem for online businesses is

affordability and complexity of the cybersecurity threats. Existing solutions and

products are for experts to find and deal with the issues. 

problem

Small and medium digital business spent $325B in 2019, and is on track to reach

$389B in 2021. By 2024, spend will be over $525B. $525B is the addressable market. 

Security assurance and data security will be a key for growth for these businesses.

Mister Scanner wants to develop as suite of scurity products that cater to this market

(in addition to our beta products).

market size of the
opportunity



On-demand and continuous security scans

Simplified reporting

Dynamic AI-based solution

Deep integration with website builder tools

Learning center for customers

The success of Mister Scanner vulnerability tool has demonstrated the need for a

simplified security tool that even the non-tech people can use. With the launch of

crypto token and seed investment, we plan to develop a suite of cybersecurity

products that businesses of all sizes can use. This will include and not limit to:

solution

find prevent monitor



24-hour threat detection

Simple UI

Developed for non-tech minds

Easy fixes

Predefined checks

Cloud-based vulnerability management for complete visibility into the assets and

vulnerabilities in your organization.

Managed in the cloud it provides the industry's most comprehensive vulnerability

coverage with the ability to predict which security issues to remediate first. 

product sneak-peek



We make revenues from monthly-yearly subscriptions, expert guidance

and on-demand services.

Customers are waiting impatiently for the completed beta of the use case

on AI-based protection tools from Mister Scanner. Our products from are

also being used by on third party developers and project management

companies like Accenture. We would increasingly want to target those as

well.

business model

Our crypto token and blockchain in the future will server as the backbone of the

cybersecurity ecosystem. As the world moves towards blockchain for efficiency and

security, we want to get the first movers advantage in the space. 

We will be using the token as the only way to pay for our cybersecurity. It will be both,

the currency and equity, for our ecosystem.

role of crypto
token



Misterscanner.com was founded to cater to the gap of robust, simple, and

affordable online business security. We wanted to give non-tech and tech

people an equal playing ground for securing their assets.

Since the launch, we have learned that in addition to simplicity, business

owners also look for affordability that doesn't eat into their profits

especially in the early growth years, but without the constant risk of getting

hacked.

The self-serve products from our team ensure that they get exactly that at

a fraction of cost. That's why more businesses use our tools to secure their

websites and customers.

our story

The company is founded by Ishan Mathur and Alex Giovanni. Both of them have

successfully created companies in the past and used their own money to lift the

project off the ground.

Ishan Mathur, Founder and CEO, has worked with successful cybersecurity

companies like Cybersecurity Ventures, and Qualys. Alex, Founder & CTO, was

employed by the Israeli government and private companies to help protect their

online assets.

founding team


